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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The aims and objectives of the Guidelines
The Guidelines indicate how to implement Open Badges for individuals and organisations from the point of
view of Open Badges’ users, consumers, readers, issuers and endorsers.
The purpose of the guidelines is to inform, give background and initiate the exchange of opinions on burning
issues connected with Open Badges between individuals and organisations. Our aim is for everybody to get
acquainted with the new concept as well as to be involved in the discussion at all stages.

These guidelines use selected information from the outputs of the project:




Discussion Paper on Open Badges for Individuals (O3-A1 Output),
Discussion Paper on Open Badges for organisations (O3-A2 Output)

Furthermore, the internet sources (blogs, articles, videos, magazines) regarding Open Badges are used.
The aim of the guidelines is to help to formulate specific outlines, addressed to both individuals and
organisations, for the implementation of Open Badges.
The final version of the guidelines has been tested using the focus group method in six countries of the
project partnership (Germany, United Kingdom, Italy, Poland, Netherlands, Switzerland).

Who do the Guidelines address?
The Guidelines present the possibilities of using Open Badges in the validation of educational and
professional achievements of individuals and organisations.
The Guidelines address individuals and organisations, who are new in the Open Badges World, and want to
familiarise with Open Badges or make the first step to start using them.

The Guidelines also address those who have already started using Open Badges but are looking for support
in their application in a given context.
The Guidelines have evolved in collaboration with all the OBN project partners and have been posted on
the OBN portal in order to receive further contributions and comments from the whole community of
associated partners and stakeholders.

What are the contents?
The document is divided into four main chapters, each addressing the main topic regarding the Open
Badges for organisations and individuals:
1. The Conceptual Basis of Open Badges
2. Infrastructure and Technology of Open Badges
3. Open Badges for Individuals
4. Open Badges for Organisations.
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The first chapter deals with basic information about Open Badges by presenting them in the form of short
questions and answers. The second section presents issues related to technology, tools and detailed design
of Open Badges (step by step). The third and fourth chapter deals with Open Badges for individuals and
organizations.
There are three annexes in the document:
 Annex 1 How does the Open Badges Infrastructure work?
 Annex 2 How to create an Open Badge step by step?
 Annex 3 The Badge Canvas.
The Guidelines are constructed to facilitate reading and consultation of the users. In each chapter, there
are three kinds of boxes, closely related to the content of the preceding paragraphs:
1- the Green Boxes summarise the concepts expressed in paragraphs and provide important
information on Open Badges.
2- the Blue Boxes are synthetic descriptions of practical examples from already existing Open
Badges (Best Practices).
3- the Yellow Boxes are inserted in the chapters and provide additional information on topics
related to the Open Badges.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Table 1. Glossary of terms.
Badge

Backpack
Criteria

Consumer

Criteria

Displayer
Earner

Endorsement

Evidence
Issue

Issuer
Micro-credential
Metadata

Open Badges
Infrastructure
Formal learning

A digital representation of a skill, learning achievement or experience. Badges can represent
competencies and involvements recognized in online or offline life. Each badge is associated
with an image and some metadata. The metadata provides information on what the badge
represents and the evidence used to support it.
 Earners can display their badges online and can share badge information through social
networks.
 Issuers define badges and award them to earners.
A tool used to collect, share and display badges earned. One example is the Mozilla Backpack
– a federated backpack is also under development.
A definition of the requirements for earning a badge. A badge may be associated with multiple
criteria. Criteria can be required or not. Criteria must be associated with a description and
indication of acceptable evidence.
The consumer is someone viewing a badge awarded to an earner:
 Examples could include colleagues, peers and potential employers.
 Consumers can access the information about a badge which is included in the badge
assertion.
A definition of the requirements for earning a badge:
 A badge may be associated with multiple criteria.
 Criteria can be required or not.
 Criteria must be associated with a description and indication of acceptable evidence.
A badge displayer accesses badges that are publicly available and displays them in an online
context.
A person who has met the necessary requirements to earn a badge. Earners can apply for
badges through issuer sites, and their applications can then be reviewed by the issuing
organization.
Endorsement adds a layer of external validation that further supplements a badge’s metadata
and can help earners to understand which badges might have greater social or professional
currency, leading them toward greater personal or professional satisfaction.
Submitted proof that an earner meets the criteria for a badge they are applying for. Can be
links, texts images, and other media.
Connect a badge to a person – this is the technical part of awarding a badge to an earner. This
may happen when an earner makes a successful badge application. Badges can also be issued
by submitting claim codes, or directly by the issuer to the earner email address. Issuing a
badge means creating a badge instance (which is represented by an assertion for the earner
email address). Non-technical term: award.
Person or organization who creates /offers badges and issues them to earners.
recognized competences that can be displayed as digital badges or Open Badges.
Information contained within a badge that defines it:
 Includes name, description, and links to other important details like the badge’s criteria,
evidence and issuer information.
 The metadata for an awarded badge is defined in a badge assertion.
The Open Badges Infrastructure is a set of software tools and specifications to support
badging systems. These tools define the structures used in Open Badges and facilitate
creating, issuing and displaying them.
Formal learning takes place in an organised and structured environment, specifically
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Non-formal
learning

Informal learning

Knowledge

Skills

Competence

dedicated to learning, and typically leads to the award of a qualification, usually in
the form of a certificate or a diploma. This includes the systems of general education,
initial vocational training and higher education.
Non-formal learning concerns learning that takes place through planned activities (in
terms of learning objectives, learning time) where some form of learning support is
present (e.g. student-teacher relationships). It may cover programmes to impart
work-skills, adult literacy and basic education for early school leavers. Very common
cases of non-formal learning include in-company training, through which companies
update and improve the skills of their workers such as ICT skills, structured online
learning (e.g. by making use of open educational resources), and courses organised
by civil society organisations for their members, their target group or the general
public.
Informal learning is learning resulting from daily activities related to work, family or
leisure. It is not organised or structured in terms of objectives, time or learning
support. Informal learning may be unintentional from the learner’s perspective.
Examples of learning outcomes acquired through informal learning are skills
acquired through life and work experiences. Examples are project management skills
or ICT skills acquired at work; languages learned and intercultural skills acquired
during a stay in another country; ICT skills acquired outside work, skills acquired
through volunteering, cultural activities, sports, youth work and through activities at
home (e.g. taking care of a child).
the outcome of the assimilation of information through learning.
Knowledge is the body of facts, principles, theories and practices that is related to a field of
work or study. In the context of the European Qualifications Framework, knowledge is
described as theoretical and/or factual
the ability to apply knowledge and use know-how to complete tasks and
solve problems. In the context of the European Qualifications Framework, skills are described
as cognitive (involving the use of logical, intuitive and creative thinking) or practical
(involving manual dexterity and the use of methods, materials, tools and instruments)
the proven ability to use knowledge, skills and personal, social and/or
methodological abilities, in work or study situations and in professional and personal
development. In the context of the European Qualifications Framework, competence is
described in terms of responsibility and autonomy

Source:


Badge Alliance Glossary http://www.badgealliance.org/glossary/



COUNCIL RECOMMENDATION on the validation of non-formal and informal learning http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2012:0485:FIN:EN:PDF



RECOMMENDATION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 23 April 2008 on
the establishment of the European Qualifications Framework for lifelong learning http://eurlex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:32008H0506(01)&from=EN
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INTRODUCTION
About the “Open Badge Network” project
The Open Badge Network (OBN) is an Erasmus+ project No. 2014-1-DE01-KA200-000675, which brings
together organisations from across Europe to support the development of an Open Badge ecosystem,
promoting the use of Open Badges to recognise non-formal and informal learning.
The main aim of the Open Badge Network project is to establish the Open Badge Network as a trustworthy
source of independent information, tools and informative practice, as well as facilitating the badge ecosystem
to be developed across Europe.

The leader of the project is the BeuthHochschule für Technik (Germany), the other
members of the consortium are: Cambridge
Professional Development Ltd (United
Kingdom), EDEN (United Kingdom), Dienst
Uitvoering Onderwijs (Netherlands), Digitalme
(United Kingdom), ARTES (Italy) and the
Institute for Sustainable Technologies – PIB
(Poland). The supporting partner is the
University of Applied Sciences and Arts of
Southern Switzerland (SUPSI). The project is
implemented from September 2014 till August
2017.
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1. THE CONCEPTUAL BASIS OF OPEN BADGES
Who created the concept of Open Badges?
Mozilla Foundation created the Open Badges
standard and specification which was further
developed and tested during the fourth edition of
„The Digital Media and Learning Competition”
which was held from 2011 till 2013 by HASTAC
(Humanities, Arts, Science, and Technology Alliance
and Collaboratory). HASTAC is a virtually based
organisation uniting over twelve thousand
institutions and individuals. Its main goal is to
support Research and Development of innovative
learning solutions during the whole period and
levels of education (primary, secondary, higher and
lifelong). The competition „The Badges for Lifelong
Learning Competition” was supported by The
MacArthur Foundation, Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation, in cooperation with Mozilla
Foundation. Thirty innovative implementations and
ten research projects were finalised, for a total
amount of five million dollars.

The outcome of „The Digital Media and Learning
Competition” was the development of the
Mozilla’s concept and the technological standard
of digital Open Badges that supports the
identification, documentation and validation of
educational and work achievements in a virtual
environment.

Who uses Open Badges?
The idea of the open awards system and
presenting proven educational and vocational
achievements on the Internet is rapidly gaining
recognition and gets many followers. After just a
few years and the end of the HASTAC
competition, more than fourteen thousand
organisations issuing Open Badges independently
from each other may be found.

Among them, there are well-known enterprises,
cultural organisations, schools, territorial units and many other types of organisations, eg.:
 NASA,
 Samsung,
 Siemens,
 Microsoft Educator Network,
 IBM Authorized Training,
 Michigan State University,
 Peer to Peer University and many others.

Who supports and develops Open Badges?
There are more than 20 large innovative web platforms supporting the whole process, starting with the
technical publications followed by the dissemination of Open Bagdes, eg.:
 OpenBadgeFactory,
 Open Badge Academy,
 Youtopia,
 Makewaves,
 BadgeKit,
 BadgeCulture,
 Badgecraft,
 Credly,
 Badgr.
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Consequently, we may observe the development of the community and technological environment working
on the new quality achievement and design of open badges, as well as validation of non-formal and
professional educational attainment.

Who can earn digital badges online?
Anyone can earn digital badges. They are not for academic credit, and do not require you to complete
prerequisites or apply to a University. Simply enroll in a course, learn new skills, and immediately share
them to demonstrate what you have learnt in many contexts.

What is an Open Badge?
Each of us has probably encountered badges in our lifetime. Whether they were traditional or digital
badges , one can agree that the badge is a graphic sign or a form, carrying some hidden information.

IMPORTANT!
What are the badges:
 A ‘badge’: a special or distinctive mark, token, or device worn as a sign of allegiance, membership,
authority, achievement, etc. – Dictionary.com.
 A 'badge' is a symbol or indicator of an accomplishment, skill, quality or interest.
 A “digital badge” is an online record of achievements, tracking the recipient’s communities of
interaction that issued the badge and the work completed to get it.
Source: Erin Knight: White Book "Open Badges for Lifelong Learning".

The theoretical foundation of the concept of Open Badges is presented in the White Book "Open Badges for
Lifelong Learning" by Eriny Knight, deputy director for Mozillas Learning Department and a co-author of the
OBI platform (Open Badges Infrastructure).

How can open badges be used?
Once you earn Your Open Badge, you can share it within your professional and personal network, especially
in Social Media, websites, blogs and online portfolios.
The badges you display in digital locations are clickable, linking to where they are stored in Your personal
Backpack. This allows others to see details about what and how you learnt and where your credentials
were earned.

What is the form of Open Badges?
Open Badges are verifiable, portable digital badges with embedded metadata about skills and
achievements and ontrests, all of which are guaranteed by the Badge Issuers’ quality. They comply with the
Open Badges Specification and are shareable across the web.
Each Open Badge is associated with an image and information about the badge, its recipient, the issuer,
and any supporting evidence. All this information may be packaged within a badge image file that can be
displayed via online CVs and social networks. Thousands of organizations across the world issue badges in
accordance with the Open Badges Specification, from non-profits to major employers to educational
institutions at all levels.
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The system of a digital Open Badge is based on the open standard, meaning that the Earners of the OB may
collect and combine different Open Bagdes from different Issuers, depending on their personal needs and
goals.

What are the metadata of Open Badges?
The invisible part of the file is placed in the so-called metadata stored in the JSON (JavaScript Object
Notation) which contain information (Fig. 1):





the assertion metadata – the person which earned the Open Badge;
the issuer metadata – data describing the organisation which released the Open Badge;
metadata containing technical data and records, including the e-mail address of the Earner,
needed by the Issuer to identify the person, the desciption of the Open Badge, the Issuers
data, the date of issuance, expiration date, the criteria for granting, the assessment criteria
and the evidence of achieving the learning outcomes, as well as other accomplishments.1

Digital Badges vs. Open Badges
A digital badge is an online representation of a skill you’ve gained. Open Badges take that concept one step
further, and allow you to verify your skills, interests and achievements with the help of credible
organisations that attach the information to the badge image file and hard-code the metadata for future
access and review. Due to the fact that the system is based on an open standard, the Earners can combine
multiple badges belonging to different Issuers to tell the complete story of their achievements — both
online and off. Badges can be displayed on the web according to the Earners’ needs and be shared for the
employment, education or lifelong learning purposses. The Open Badge is a free and open technical
standard. Any organisation or individual can use it (Tab. 2).

1

More information on the website: https://wiki.mozilla.org/Badges [access: 04.05.2016].
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Table 2. Similarities and differences between Digital Badges and Open Badges
Digital Badges

Open Badges

Allow to show achievements online

V

V

Allow to post evidence of
achievements gained

V

V

Based on an open and unified
standard

X

V

Allow to mix and match badges from
different sources (Interoperability)

X

V

Available offline

X

V

Originate from a trusted source

X

V

What is the Open Badges worth?
The Open Badge technology has the potential to revolutionise the system of learning certification.
However, for the Open Badges to become actually “valuable”, they must become recognised and accepted
by all relevant stakeholders: companies, institutions and individuals.2
There are at least three major challenges that may prevent a wide adoption of Open Badges: reliability,
trust and quality.3
Badges are different and they do not have the same quality standard, value and meening. Every Open
Badge uses its own assessment process, verification of earner’s competences, methods of evidence
submission and may refer to a different cluster of Open Badges or framework. All these factors determine
the reliability and quality of an Open Badge, while its trustworthiness depends also on the consideration
that the earner has of the issuer.4 The figure 2. presents the value of Open Badges from the perspective of
all the actors engaged in the process.

2

Infelise L., Franceschi L.: Discussion Paper on Open Badges for Individuals.
http://www.openbadgenetwork.com/outputs/individuals-and-organisations/
3
Belshaw, D. (2015). Three biggest (perceived) problems with badges.
http://dougbelshaw.com/blog/2015/04/16/three-biggest-problems-with-badges/
4
Infelise L., Franceschi L.: Discussion Paper on Open Badges for Individuals.
http://www.openbadgenetwork.com/outputs/individuals-and-organisations/
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Fig. 2. Value of badges by Bryan Mathers.
Source: https://www.flickr.com/photos/122135325@N06/17188626755/in/photostream/
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2. HOW TO START USING AND ISSUING OPEN BADGES?
2.1. How to create an Open Badge step by step?
Open Badge (OB) is composed of three layers of information:
 interactive graphic image, when clicked, causes the display of data about OB, the Displayer and the
Holder;
 metadata assigned to OB (readable to computers and their software);
 website or frame displaying the OB description, criteria of assignment, list of evidence with the
provision of sources and/or place of storage (e.g. links to websites and other digital resources).
Below you will find the technical aspects of the step-by-step development of Open Badges.
Step 1.
Creation of an OB graphic image and saving it in the PNG graphic file format (in the future a switch to a
more modern format – SVG – is planned).
Step 2.
Encoding metadata and other information in an invisible part of a file, in the place for assigning of OB to a
given person.
Step 3.
Saving metadata in the JSON format in the PNG file of a graphic sign – this process is amusingly called
"Badge baking". Mozilla and other organisations have developed several open source tools dedicated to
"bake", and at the same time, to make this process easy for non-IT specialists.
Step 4.
The placement of an OB on the Issuer's server together with metadata saved in the "assertion" file and its
provision with a unique URL address.
Step 5.
Application of cryptography to ensure the authenticity of the OB and its metadata constitutes the second
level of security. As a result, a digital signature is applied, i.e. mathematical method of documents
verification and electronic messages' authenticity.
Step 6.
Obtaining of an OB may occur in several ways: through electronic mail, directly from the Issuer's website or
through "sending" of the OB by the Issuer directly to the Holder's Backpack. Each individual OB has its unique
URL address that is sent to the Holder together with the OB.
Step 7.
Announcement of the OB – if the Holder wants to announce the OB on the Internet, he/she must send it to
its Backpack that is his/her personal repository. The Holder announces the OB through the provision of links
to individual or grouped OB sets.
For more details see Annex 2.
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2.2. How to design and start using the Open Badges?
Open Badges Infrastructure (OBI) is based on two technical and information aspects: 1) the specification of
the digital Open Badges signs and 2) a badge backpack, which is a personal repository to collect, group and
share the Open Badges.
Mozilla hosts its own Badge Backpack called the „Mozilla Backpack”.
Step 1. Creating your Backpack (from Mozilla)
Access to the Mozilla Badge Backpack can be gained at: https://backpack.openbadges.org/backpack/login

Select the ‘Log In or Sign Up’ button and type your email address into the field “Sign in to Mozilla Backpack
with...”.

If you use Mozilla Backpack for the first time, enter a password of at least 8 characters in length. You will be
logged.
14

Your Mozilla Backpack has been created, and you can fill it in with badges.
Step 2. Creating the image of your Open Badge (from MyKnowledgeMap Ltd)
Designing Open Badges is easier if you take advantage of one of the tools available on the Internet. For
instance, a simple and easy tool to be used is the Open Badge designer from MyKnowledgeMap Ltd (a
Mozilla partner) available at: https://www.openbadges.me/

Select the ‘Classic badge designer’ button to get started.

15

Select the ‘Launch the badge designer now’ button to start designing graphics.
You will be prompted to enter your address.
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To download your finished image the tool will ask you to provide an email address. If you would like to
experiment with the tool, you can select ‘Have a play first’.
When the page appears, the badges’ design process begins.

You can use the guide that will guide you through all the stages of designing badges:
https://www.openbadges.me/help.html#.WA8sqPT7NqE
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You might get a publish button, a download button or maybe even both – depending on how you're using
the badge designer.
‘Publishing” a badge sends the badge graphic back into your main software application while “download”
lets you save a copy of the file to your computer in the PNG format. Providing your email address at this
point may be necessary.
Once you have a badge image, you can start creating your own Open Badge.
Step 3. Creating an Open Badge (from MyKnowledgeMap Ltd)
Once you have your badge image created, you can use many tools like the one presented below (from
MyKnowledgeMap Ltd):
https://www.openbadges.me/designandissue.html#.WA9UXPT7NqE
Because this service enables you to retrieve and manage your work, you need a user account – click ‘Create
free account’ botton.
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Designing, defining and issuing open badges consists of four steps:






Firstly, create a new graphic or amend an existing one to portray the badge.
Secondly, define your issuer details.
Thirdly, define your badges, describe what the badges represent.
Finally, identify who you want to award the badge to and then issue the badge to them.

If you have problems defining badges, use the Open Badge Canvas. Sometimes just a piece of paper is
enough to sort out the information you need and realize the purpose of issuing badges.

Step 4. Design a badge using the Open Badge Canvas (from DigitalME)
The Open Badge Canvas from DigitalMe is an effective tool for discussions on Open Badges and it helps in
the process of creating Open Badges. Badge Canvas is a tool that easily guides each user who wants to
design a badge. It consists of questions we need to answer in a process of designing a new badge. Fill in
both sides of the Open Badge Canvas sheet, and you will find that it is an easy and creative way to design
Your badges.
The canvas is broken up into four main sections:
I. Audience – who the badge is for? It contains quiestions about the following issues:
 Value Proposition for Earner, Issuer, Audience and Displayer: What oportiunities does the Open
Badge unlock? Why bother earning the badge?
 Endorsers: Who suports and recognises the badge you are designing?
 Channels: Where does a user find out about the badge?
 Awarded: Who awards your badge and how?
 Users: Who is an Earner, Issuer, Audience and Displayer?
II. Components – what makes up the badge? It contains questions about the following issues:
 Skills and Knowledge: What skills does the badge reperesent?
 Behaviours: What behaviour does the badge encourage?
 Evidence: What artefacts will prove the criteria have been met?
 Criteria: What do you need to do to earn the badge? Does it expire?
III. Pathways – what is the place of a badge among the Earner’s achievements? It contains questions
about the following issues:
 Learning Pathways: What other badges exist in your eco-system? Are there different levels?
IV. Resources – what will be needed to create the badge? It contains questions about the following
issues:
 Resources and Sustainability: What resources are needed for your badge to work? E.g. Technology,
expertise, money.
The Digitalme Badge Canvas template is presented in Annex 3.
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3. OPEN BADGES FOR INDIVIDUALS
3.1. What are the main benefits of using
Open Badges?
In the world of lifelong, non-formal, open and
virtual education Open Badges can describe the
participation of a person in educational and
professional events of a very different range and
level. Open Badges can also reflect the
individualised stories of learning and acquisition
of professional experience, creating virtual CVs
and e-portfolios available for potential
employers and other stakeholders.
The main benefits for individuals from the
application of Open Badges may be defined in
three areas:
1. Benefits area – Showing learning outcomes in
various contexts
 Description of non-formal and informal
learning paths that are not registered in
formal systems. Open Badges may capture
the wider range of learning outcomes and
describe them with a more precise set of
skills than the issued certificates and
diplomas.
 Signalling of achievements through
visualisation and presentation of a graphic
sign that can help people searching
databases with efficient selection of
candidates of an appropriate competence
profile.
2. Benefits area – Motivation for learning and
innovativeness

GOOD PRACTICE
Using Open Badges to make learning visible
Schools and universities recognise and certify the learning
of their students with degrees and different kind of
certificates. Unfortunately, most of school credentials tell
about the amount of work, which have been accomplished
(hours) to complete some studies or pass some exam, but
they hardly ever tell about the things that the students
actually learned. It’s a problem for employers but also for
job applicants, who can’t provide clear proof of their
learning.
Educational organisations can use badges to make visible
learning, which actually happens in their curricula. Issuing
a badge as a digital representation of a credential makes
sense if the badge designer puts some effort into
developing a comprehensive criteria page that describes
the skills and competences that the student actually
masters, when he gets the credential related to the badge
in question.
During their studies students learn a lot of things, which
are not captured by official curricula. Among these there
are for example teamwork related skills or soft skills, which
are valuable for employers and students, and can be
recognised and made visible with badges. These kind of
badges can be created by teachers or counsellors, but why
not also by students.
For headmasters, teachers, counsellors and even for
students, designing a badge is a great way to reflect on the
contents of curricula, and even more so from a
competence based point of view. From this perspective,
Open Badges standard is not only a way to make visible
what students actually learn but it is also a powerful tool
for developing studies and curricula from a competence
based learning perspective.
Source: Eric Rousselle, Open Badge Network Project,

 Motivation through the Open Badges
Output O2A1: Collection of Use Cases, 2014
assignment
for
reaching
specific
milestones on the path of education and
development, which also serves as feedback and further involvement in education and work.

 Support of innovativeness and flexibility – because formal education systems and qualification
registers do not keep up with development of new competence and skills (e.g. related to quickly
changing information technology), Open Badges allow for much quicker and more flexible
identification and description of the latest skills as they appear and become significant.
20

Benefits area 3. Formalization and reinforcement of social aspects of non-formal and informal learning
 Development of an individual identity and reputation both among members of one's own
community or organisation and the transfer and publication of Open Badges in other communities
and virtual environments. Moreover, the Open Badges technology allows for the aggregation of OB
obtained in various environments of learning and work and for the presentation of appropriately
selected OB sets according to a purpose of such a presentation.
 Development of relations and reinforcement of social ties – Open Badges signal the society or
organisation members the area of the Holder's competence, which enables to find and start
cooperation with people of similar interests. For managers, guardians, mentors and trainers the OB
set of a given person may help them define the missing or less developed skills and experience. In
this manner, the OB become the representation of the human capital of a given community or
organisation, helping to build teams, groups of experienced practitioners and friendly relations.

3.2. In what areas of social life and how should we use the badge?
Tables: 3, 4, 5, 6. view the possibilities of using badges in four different areas of human activity5:
1. Education.
2. Employment.
3. Social inclusion.
4. Civic participation.

Fig. 3. Old and New School Credentials by B. Mathers.

5

Source: Elaborated based on Infelise L., Franceschi L.: Discussion Paper on Open Badges for Individuals.
http://www.openbadgenetwork.com/outputs/individuals-and-organisations/
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Table 3. Possibilities of using Open Badges by Individuals in the field of education.
EDUCATION

Make learning visible. Open Badges can represent those competencies and
skills that are acquired by the students along their school career, but are not
included in their diploma or degree.
Recognise prior learning. Universities and schools often struggle to recognise
prior learning of students coming from the work life. Open Badges could help
those organisations to verify precedent education and skills, and incoming
students to be introduced to their new learning environments.
Recognise teachers’ skills. A Finnish school has designed 60 Open Badges to
be issues to its teachers, each demonstrating a specific computer-skill. The
same system could be applied to recognise teachers’ soft skills or to visualise
teachers’ involvement in side activities in school.
Set goals and learning pathways. A system of Open Badges could be used to
orientate the progresses of a class. A system could be set with different
possible pathways to earn the final goal (Milestone Badge), thus giving
students the possibility to choose the path that suits them best.
Reward and motivate students. Open Badges can be used in gamified
learning contexts and recognise students lifelong achievements.
Certify accomplishment of courses and nanodegrees. More and more
institutions are employing online education to offer high-level courses
worldwide. Participation in classes and teaching subject can be freely
selected.

GOOD PRACTICES

Aurora Public Schools
One of good examples of how to use Open Badges in Education is Aurora Public Schools (APS). APS is the public
school system in Aurora, Colorado, United States. Students in APS have the opportunity to demonstrate their
achievement of 21st century skills acquired not only in traditional academic settings, but also in their
communities and job experiences. Earning these credentials is an important part of goals of the APS 2020
Strategic Plan, which states that Every student will have credentials that open doors. Digital Badges help students
open those doors by giving them the opportunity to tell a story about what they know and what they can do.
S. Grant published a report on the promising practices of open credentials and highlights Aurora Public Schools as
a perfect example with their use of digital badging in the classroom. Grant describes the APS Digital Badge
programme as a "home to one of the most ambitious and innovative K-12 badging programs in the nation."
Source: S.L. Grant Promising Practices of Open credentials: Five Years of progress,
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B9iVn9EZUtEJVmtZT1liMWxxcVU/view
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Table 4. Possibilities of using Open Badges by Individuals in the field of employment.
EMPLOYMENT AND
PROFESSIONAL CAREER

Open Badges for individuals can indicate to a future employer:




all skills and evidence of having these skills;
the whole picture of one’s achievements (proffesional, others);
create sets of skills and personal qualities for a specific job offer



sets of validated data in CVs (providing evidence of each skill of an individual)

Open Badges offer the possibility to easily exchange information between
employers and employees during the recruitment process.
Open Badges can help People who are looking for a job to build self-confidence and
help promote and communicate what they can do to unlock new opportunities
Open Badges can be a great opportunity for those who have unconfirmed skills,
even those that are difficult to be proven in a formal system. By providing evidence
of capabilities, an individual can illustrate the potential and the abilities, that are
not gained as a result of formal education and training systems.
Individuals can use Open Badges to help them learn by following their passions and
interests and motivating them by setting goals in professional career and gain
recognition for things outside of formal qualifications e.g. volunteering

GOOD PRACTICES
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
As the national, professional organization for all Certified Public Accountants, the AICPA's mission is to power the success of
global business, CPAs and specialty credentials by providing the most relevant knowledge, resources and advocacy, and
protecting the evolving public interest.

The American Institute of CPAs, which serves more than 412.000 accounting professionals in 144 countries used Badges to
certify its members including the intermediate single adult certificate and advanced single adult certificate.
Source: S.L. Grant Promising Practices of Open credentials: Five Years of progress,
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B9iVn9EZUtEJVmtZT1liMWxxcVU/view
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GOOD PRACTICES
EDUCAUSE Learning Initiative (Non-profit association)
The EDUCAUSE Learning Initiative is dedicated to all aspects of technology in higher education. In support of the higher
education IT community, EDUCAUSE implemented a badging programme in 2014. Those individuals who meet established
criteria have an opportunity to earn badges in recognition of their engagement with the association. The EDUCAUSE badge
programme encompasses the following categories of engagement:

Community Service badges recognize efforts to serve our professional community and those who engaged in
professional development programmes.

Communications badges recognize efforts to share knowledge or lend expertise through online events.

Leadership Development badges recognize initiative and commitment through an intense, participative learning
experience focused on both professional and personal growth as a manager and leader.

Awards badges recognize standout community leaders honoured through the EDUCAUSE awards programme.

Subject Matter badges recognize learning and the development along specific and relevant content areas through
verified engagement and participation.

Source: S.L. Grant Promising Practices of Open credentials: Five Years of progress,
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B9iVn9EZUtEJVmtZT1liMWxxcVU/view

Table 5. Possibilities of using Open Badges by Individuals in the field of social inclusion.
SOCIAL INCLUSION

Open Badges can be used for recognition and certification of competences of skilled
migrants. While some trades and crafts are regulated and certifications are recognised
worldwide (e.g. electricians, welders, truck drivers, airline pilots, etc.), most working skills
cannot be easily recognised by employers from other countries because of comparability
issues such as unintelligibility of language, differences in norms and regulations, unknown
reputation of previous employers or education providers, divergences in attitudes and
values.
Open Badges could support the reintroduction of offenders and their reintegration into a
society, by recognition of prior learning, skills and social activities accomplished while in
detention, as an integral part of a “new” identity and workplace.
Open Badges may be used by professionals working with disadvantaged groups (learners
with special needs, school push/drop out, women back to work, unemployed, migrants,
etc.), to improve participation and recognition of activities carried out. E.g. the Scottish
Social Services Council (www.badges.sssc.uk.com/) has developed an Open Badge
programme for raising standards in the country’s social service workforce.
Organisations working with communities at risk may also use Open Badges to improve
relevance of their initiatives for the attendants.
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Table 6. Possibilities of using Open Badges by Individuals in the field of civic participation.
CIVIC PARTICIPATION

An individual may use Open Badges to visualise and represent his/her activities
within a community. E.g. Chicago City of Learning (chicagocityoflearning.org) is a
great example of how Open Badges could be used for recognition of activities
promoted by municipalities and institutions. The Open Badges developed by the
City of Chicago are mainly directed to the young people, and include a broad set of
activities and skills. In 2013, Chicago has realised a successful programme of
summer training courses based on Open Badges for young people in collaboration
with private and public organisations of the city.
The badge criteria page does not tell about the criteria that should be fulfilled to
get the badge, but is more like a manifest page, that tells about ideas, values and
attitudes of a badge designer, as well as people and organisations which display
the badge. This kind of badge is used to communicate that the badge earner
agrees with and supports the ideas or values expressed by the badge. In this case,
the badge earner is not really an earner but more a badge claimer or supporter.
The badge designer / issuer does not reward him or her, but he or she just wants
to get the badge in order to display it. Badges can be created for example to
increase the impact of campaigns, for example campaigns about human rights,
environmental issues, etc.

IMPORTANT!
Badges can also be earned for specific experience gained in the course of performing professional duties. In
an interview for the magazine "Inside Learning Technologies and Skills,” Doug Belshaw (2014), Web Literacy
Lead at Mozilla Foundation, noted that the value of Open Badges would depend on the rigour of the criteria
set in order to obtain them, and how trustworthy, relevant and useful they are to others.
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4. OPEN BADGES FOR ORGANISATIONS
4.1. What is important for the organisations applying badges?
By using Mozilla’s Open Badge Infrastructure (OBI), every institution, company or community may issue
badges to its employees or members based on what they can do or what they have learnt.
On a mouse click each Badge leads to underlying data showing information about:





the issuer,
the date of issue,
the criteria for which it was awarded.

Furthermore, it may contain data describing all kinds of achievements, skills and competences from basic to
very complex ones.
For example, badges may be awarded for:





traditional achievements such as the completion of a course,
the mastery of a particular programming language,
smaller achievements such as leaving helpful comments in an online learning environment.

Open Badges can be issued to recognise the so-called 21st century skills, such as:






critical thinking,
creativity and innovation literacy, or
skills needed for complex problem-solving or
implementing projects.

Therefore, issuing badges is always connected with precise definition of the criteria.

4.2. How Open Badges meet the needs of the organisations?
Consumers of Badges, who normally are organisations interested in finding talents or establishing contacts
with professionals or specialists with a certain professional profile, can use badges to search them.
Employers, recruiters, training providers and others can contact the Open Badges earners relevant to them.
This is a very important aspect of using Open Badges for the organisation because it offers new ways of
finding the right employers or potential business partners.
IMPORTANT!
There are positive signs, addressed to the Open Badge system designers working in today’s learning
environments, that a badge “ecosystem” is emerging. Hundreds of organisations, including cities, universities,
school districts, and professional organisations pledged to issue or accept badges.
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Along with this emerging interest and investment in badges, the question arises: Why have all these
institutions decided to use Open Badges even before the idea of Open Badges has reached the
mainstream?
Innovation does not come simply from building badge systems. If schools begin to issue badges that can be
displayed on the web, on mobile phones, social media platforms, personal blogs, or websites, but make no
changes to underlying systems of assessment and learning designed for the 21st century, they will fail to
make these new systems relevant to the 21st century learners.
A badge ecosystem is a transformative way to recognize learning pathways with digital micro-credentials,
but the most significant opportunities are related to learning and assessment that is relevant to current
learners and workers.
Quite often innovative approaches are implemented by institutions that historically have never issued
credentials, especially badges that are expected to hold values beyond their programs. Museums, libraries,
professional associations, youth organisations, and after-school programs are just an example of the
institutions which see potential in the idea of badges.
These organisations represent a wide range of learning content, pedagogical approaches, and types of
assessment.
IMPORTANT!
In the Open Badge ecosystem, each of the participants (issuers, earners, displayers, audience) is an equally
important element in ensuring the quality and value of the entire system.

4.3. How organisations can use Open Badges?
Enterprises
For commercial companies the most important aspect will be the applicability of Open Badges and the
ways of their contribution to economic benefits or the increase of the intellectual potential of the
company.
The human resources are the resources that reside in the knowledge, skills, and motivation of people.
Human resource is the least mobile of the four factors of production (land, capital, labor, knowledge), and
given the right conditions it improves with age and experience, which cannot be done in the case of any
other resource. Therefore, it is regarded as the scarcest and most crucial productive resource that proves to
be the biggest and the most long-lasting advantage for an organisation. Table 7. presents the possibilities of
using badges in enterprises.
Table 7. Areas of aplication of Open Badges in enterprises.
ENTERPRISES
− human resources
and development of
the recruitment
process

System of motivation - badges may be granted e.g. for participation in projects
implemented in the company, innovation, commitment to the promotion of business,
special contribution to the development of contacts with customers, successful sales,
success in the management, team building, etc. Earning badges can positively motivate
workers, and collecting badges may contribute to building the sense of pride and selfesteem among their earners. In addition, badges may directly contribute to building a good
atmosphere and healthy competition, as well as minimise the cases of occupational
burnout (Recognition for lifetime achievements of the workres)
System of assessment, promotion and salaries - badges can be used for planning career
paths in the company, along with the steps of professional advancement, commissions and
salaries.
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Internal training system - analysis badges allow employers to detect "skills gaps" and
prepare the internal training dedicated to specific needs of employees in connection with
their duties and functions performed in the company.
Knowledge and competences management system - encouraging employees to display
badges on their internal corporate profiles (intranet) will identify areas of knowledge and
competence in the company. Information about the competence of employees obtained in
the company and outside the company, will allow to optimize the allocation of projects, tasks
and professional roles and to build teams of diverse but complementary competencies.
Recruitment process - Open Badges can be very helpful in the recruitment process. They
facilitate contacts between employers and employees because of their transparency. They
also show all aspects of an employee’s professional life and his/her life experience, thus,
they give a complete picture of the skills and any other educational achievements of a
person. Traditional methods of presenting educational and professional attainment are not
as user friendly as OB.
ENTERPRISES
− brand
development and
building reputation

Recognition for its contribution to brand’s development - there are badges for
organisations which perform important tasks for employers (e.g. The British character
"Investor in People"), and increase the chances of the organisation to attract and employ
people with better skills than in the case of a competing institution.
Recognition for economic performance - organisations and enterprises receive badges for
high standards in business, which proves their market position and competitiveness.
Recognition for the quality and innovation – e.g. “Top 100” − a project coordinated by the
Institute for Entrepreneurship and Innovation at the Vienna University of Economics and
Business Administration. It was launched to find Germany’s 100 most innovative small and
medium-sized enterprises.

ENTERPRISES
− building a network
of cooperation

Networks linking organisations and enterprises contribute to increasing the number of
opportunities for sharing knowledge and information, allow for mutual learning and are
an important source of innovation.
The networking system with mutual issuing and recognition of Open Badges can reduce
the phenomenon of fragmentation and duplication of badges already issued. The
Network of badges will increase the transparency of competences that occur in the area of
network cooperation. Moreover, it will be easier, for the people employed in these
organisations and companies, to develop their skills and career paths in vocational
education.
Network partners may choose to establish common Open Badges, not associated with the
brands of individual institutions constituting the network, but the Networks itself.

ENTERPRISES
− support of
competitiveness

The use of Open Badges increase the competitive marketing of the company. Employers
implementing the Open Badge System provide stimulus to encourage continuous
improvement of skills of their staff. Personal development of each employee becomes real
through the acquisition of various Open Badges for professional and other achievements.
Dissemination of badges allows organisations to create new business models. This can be
done by increasing the company's presence in the virtual space, especially the place where
employers, employees and other stakeholders of specific sector in which the organisation
operates usually meet. Each badge issued by the company gives new opportunities to
acquire customers and create new connections between the company and its potential
clients and future collaborators.

Source: Elaborated based on Nowakowski M., Woźniak I.: Discussion Paper on Open Badges for
Organisations. http://www.openbadgenetwork.com/outputs/individuals-and-organisations/
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GOOD PRACTICES
IBM
IBM has developed an Open Badge system for their own employees and potential employees. IBM credentials
are recognized, respected and valued globally in the IT industry. IBM paid a great attention to create Open
Badges that recognise to the most needed skills and knowledge in a fast-evolving sector such as the one of ICT.
There are five core groups of competencies in the program (see below). The competencies include: Knowledge,
Skills, Capabilities, Authority, Eminence.

Source: https://www.ibm.com/
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Organisations of counselling and employment services
Microcredentials are needed, as the results of learning outside the formal structures of education and
gaining experience in the course of work are often undocumented. This is, among other things, caused by
the fact that the educational and vocational activities are rarely placed in a linear way, whether we are
talking in terms of themes or time of the activity, as well asb an institution in which it was held. The role of
institutions of vocational counseling and employment services would be to realize the customer’s need of
systematic collection of Open Badges, even with small educational and professional projects. Table 8.
shows the areas of consualing and employment services.
Table 8. Areas of the application of Open Badges in organisations of counselling and employment services.
ORGANISATIONS
OF COUNSELLING
AND
EMPLOYMENT
SERVICES

The role of institutions of vocational counseling and employment services would be to
realize the customer’s need of systematic collection of Open Badges, even within small
educational and professional projects.
Appropriate "mapping" of Open Badges can lead to the diagnosis of talents, serves as a
recommendation and vision of further development. It can also help in targeting human
resources and capabilities at those professional activities that a given person truly requires.
Smaller microcredentials can be collected in order to meet the criteria for a "higher"
competence and receive a "greater" Open Badge.
Personal e-portfolio, enriched with credentials in the form of Open Badges related to activities
in various fields, gives the flexibility to build a credible social identity of a person, and may
serve as a database of the potential employers.
E-portfolio is a kind of a vocational portrait of a man, that he/her may make public to the extent
that seems to be appropriate to him/her. A career coach can act as a "appearance creator” and
thus help his/her customers in dealing with potential future employers or training organizers.
Digital Collection of Open Badges in a personal repository (so-called Backpack), simplifies their
use by institutions of vocational counseling and employment services by offering the method
of the classification of competencies.
Digital Open Badges, in the form of the balance sheets of competences are easy to be
searched through, as they use a unified standard for the description. It becomes easier to
associate people with the required skills and building teams for specific tasks and projects.
It is believed that a specific form of motivation is associated with the technology of Open
Badges, which can be used by the institutions of vocational counselling and employment
services.
In order to achieve and be rewarded with a Digital Open Badge, Career counseling based on
cooperation and competition should: identify the tasks to be performed, precise the difficulty
levels and input requirements, formulate the rules of competition and cooperation given the rules
of social norms and ethics. The aim is not only to develop the core competences and educational
achievement, but also self-esteem, self-improvement, sens of healthy competition, sense of
community, altruistic behavior, and what is also very important, to identify possible threats.

Source: Elaborated based on Nowakowski M., Woźniak I.: Discussion Paper on Open Badges for
Organisations. http://www.openbadgenetwork.com/outputs/individuals-and-organisations/

Local learning environments and NGOs
The use of Open Badges leads to the decentralization of validation and recognition of professional
competence. Perhaps this is the first effective tool for non-formal, open acknowledgment educational
achievements. This method is particularly suited to the development of local learning environments and is
particularly useful for non-governmental organisations, associations or informal groups (Table 10.).
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Table 10. Areas of aplication of Open Badges in local learning environments and non-governmental
organisations.
LOCAL
LEARNING
ENVIRONMENTS
AND NONGOVERNMENTAL
ORGANISATIONS

Along with the end of the principle that the confirmation of competence and skills is the
domain of only formal educational institutions and professional associations, we gain the
ability to certify the knowledge and skills of a local environment(e.g. non-governmental
organisation, an association, a group of environmental, local government, "smart city", etc.).
The use of Open Badges leads to the decentralization of validation and recognition of
professional competence. Perhaps this is the first effective tool for the recognition of nonformal educational achievements.
Charities organisations, associations and foundations can use the Open Badges to measure
the results of their work and to use this evidence to gain new funding or promote their
business. An additional benefit of using Open badges by such organisations is the low cost of
issuing badges and a very simple way of dissemination.
Badges seem to be an excellent tool for preparing refugees for living in a new country. Apart
from the possibilities of transferring important information during adaptation trainings, issuing
badges should motivate and encourage refugees to greater integration in the new location.
Open Badges can be particularly useful in situations when their confirmation by a range of
achievements need not be global or national, but only local. Issuing badges by local informal
groups or local government ensures deep rooting in the local consciousness. It's the perfect
way to integrate local environment and raise awareness about the local problems.

Source: Elaborated based on Nowakowski M., Woźniak I.: Discussion Paper on Open Badges for
Organisations. http://www.openbadgenetwork.com/outputs/individuals-and-organisations/
GOOD PRACTICES
Chicago Summer of Learning
One of good examples of local public-private partnerships related to the Open Badges is Chicago Summer of
Learning. In 2013 City of Chicago, the first in the world, has applied the Open Badges in a city-wide zone of
learning, called Chicago Summer of Learning. The initiative was attended by 143 organisations, mostly youth,
which have developed a common system of granting Open Badges for various activities promoted by these
organisations. The number of participants of the first edition totalled 168 thousand people.
Today, this initiative is called the City of Chicago Learning (CCOL), and is a landmark action aimed at making the
big city a unique place for different possibilities of free learning. One of the goals is to break the barriers between
school education and out of school education, developing individual interests, discovering the rich educational
resources of the city.
It is believed that CCOL advantage is the possibility for students to learn beyond the school curriculum and to
develop practical and social skills, which are not measured by standardized school tests and are not reflected in
the school and university certificates and diplomas.
Technology of Open Badges can confirm and authenticate these extracurricular achievements, and many schools
that have joined the program, take them into account in assessing the progress of their students.
The number of environmental organisations granting Open Badges in the program of the City of Chicago is
currently about a thousand, and DePaul University in Chicago is planning to turn the garnered Open Badges to
recruitment process to the university. Dallas, Los Angeles, Columbus, Pittsburgh, and Washington D.C. launched
their own badge systems before results from Chicago’s badging experience had even been fully analysed.
Source: https://chicagocityoflearning.org/digital-badge-library
http://catalyst-chicago.org/2013/07/summer-learning-earn-digital-badges
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Public Social Assistance Organisations
Technology and infrastructure of Open Badges can play an important role in the vocational and social
rehabilitation and employment of disabled persons or prisoners. Vocational rehabilitation of disabled
people or prisoners is to prepare people with special needs to obtain employment and work. As part of the
vocational rehabilitation, a number of actions, that are designed to help people with disabilities or
prisoners return to the labour market, were undertaken. Of course Open Badges can help in this process
(Table 11.).
Table 11. Areas of aplication of Open Badges in public social assistance organisations.
PUBLIC SOCIAL
ASSISTANCE
ORGANISATIONS

Technology and infrastructure of Open Badges can play an important role in the
vocational and social rehabilitation and employment of disabled people. Vocational
rehabilitation of disabled people means to prepare people with disabilities to obtain
employment and work. Because of employment of disabled people, numerous facilities
or tax reliefs are introduced. Among the people with disabilities there are a lot of highly
skilled workers who are ambitious, conscientious and hardworking. For many of them
participation in typical educational activities is difficult or impossible.
Sheltered workshops and places of professional activity are centres where it is possible
to successfully develop the Open Badges system in the process of integration of
disabled people with the rest of society. But the most important effect will be an
increase in self-esteem of a disabled person, increase in motivation to work and live
based on their own strength.
Open Badges in the vocational and social rehabilitation of prisoners could play a key
role, as they not only provide the motivation to work in conditions of relative isolation,
but also because, after serving a sentence, confirmation of competence in the form of
Open Badges retains its universal and credible character, which may help a prisoner to
find a job and return to society.
The following list presents the actions that the system Open Badges can potentially
support:
1) recognition of involvement and experience gained at the workplace in prison;
2) skills management in prison, creating skills pathways for prisoners;
3) organizing employment for convicted people on the basis of agreements with third
parties using badges to prove prisoners’ skills and abilities;
4) motivation programmes for prisoners.

Source: Elaborated based on Nowakowski M., Woźniak I.: Discussion Paper on Open Badges for
Organisations. http://www.openbadgenetwork.com/outputs/individuals-and-organisations/

Higher Education
Higher Education institutions are being challenged as never before. Parents, students and legislators are
questioning the return of time and money spent on college education because many degrees are only
loosely linked to employability after graduation. Employers are searching for specific skills to fit their
business needs and often find the pool of recent college graduates lacking. At the same time, online
education providers are flooding the market with convenient, accessible, less expensive or even free course
offerings. Table 9 shows the areas of aplication of Open Badges in Higher Education.
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Table 9. Areas of aplication of Open Badges in Higher Education.
HIGHER
EDUCATION

In the institutions of the school system (formal) and outside the school system (non-formal)
Open Badges will act as a "supplement" to the certificate and diploma, but their most
important role would be to complete the qualifications market, where they represent
qualifications issued in a informal way and competencies acquired in an informal way.
The higher education institutions adopt badges to supplement transcripts with evidence of
extracurricular activities and achievements, recognize prior learning, give professors flexibility
to capture additional learning, align programs with competencies and work-relevant skills, and
empower students to craft their own pathways towards specific careers.
Open Badges can be used by universities in the following areas of its activities:
 to recognise prior learning (universities who wish to quantify the skills of individuals
before they undertake a role or course);
 assessment process and motivation of learners and students;
 to recognise informal learning programmes (informal/third sector groups who do not
issue formal qualifications but run learning/skill programmes);
 to recognise very small portion of educational achievements (micro-credentials,
“nano-diplomas”);
 to recognise extra-curricular involvement of students, activities in Student's Union,
groups of interest, e.g. Badges for MOOCs.
 to create career pathways for its employees.

Source: Elaborated based on Nowakowski M., Woźniak I.: Discussion Paper on Open Badges for
Organisations. http://www.openbadgenetwork.com/outputs/individuals-and-organisations/
GOOD PRACTICES
University of California at Davis is creating may be higher education’s most promising badge system

The badges are no a threat to the university’s degrees. They’re supplements to the degrees – perhaps valuable
ones for students. The university wanted to help the students to find the ways of describing their experiences
which refer to a faculty, other students, employers and themselves. There are seven core competencies in the
program and employers contributed to the identification of those competencies. The competencies include:
systems thinking, experimentation and inquiry, interpersonal communications, strategic management, civic
engagement and personal development.
Source: Fain P.: Badging From Within. Changing Student Pathways. Washington DC: Inside Higher Ed.
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FURTHER STEPS FOR IMPLEMENTING OPEN BADGES
How to facilitate an access to Open Badges by individuals?6
Current changes in society force us to look for new solutions and perspectives such as open technology.
Therefore, the system of formal education and training should radically reshape its institutional mission and
consequently the range of competences and professional profiles. It must perceive its main role as the
highest authority in setting basic rules, from a neutral perspective, and provide methods and tools, through
a large investment in research and innovation.
As it is no longer a mere provider of the formal education, it must become the ruler and supervisor of the
lifelong learning in any context and forms it happens. With regar to the Open Badges, traditional education
institutions should avoid the imposition of schematic and rigid standards on other participants of the
ecosystem, such as individuals and their representatives (trade unions, professional associations),
employers, labour agencies. On the contrary, they should enhance familiarisation with designing and
issuing Open Badges and promote mutual learning among the key participants. Such promotion should
take place in the case of setting rigorous methodology to describe the achievements and their
transferability, as well as the use of objective criteria and meaningful evidence to assess and certify them.
The education system must promote research through public initiatives and facilitate experimentation,
dissemination and peer review. It should facilitate the interface between the expectations of the users and
the intents of the issuers, while ensuring absolute freedom and the cost-free basis for everybody to design,
issue and obtain an Open Badge, without imposing a common standard. It should provide Open Badge
designers and issuers with appropriate guidelines and frameworks, to aid the building of trust networks
among issuers, earners and viewers and support individuals in the recognition of the right methodology to
assess the quality and reliability of Open Badges.
IMPORTANT!
Paper based credentials make less sense in a digital and fast changing world. A diploma or degree depreciates
in value and relevance over time. Many skills need continual updating as recognised by continuing
professional education programs.

Why are Open Badges relevant for organisations?
Employers look for workers with specific industry-recognised skills, experience and credentials. Does that
mean they need a formal qualification? In fact many employers feel there is a disconnection between the
skills they need from their workforce and what is being delivered by formal education providers.7
In today's world, there are no efficient and reliable models for validating professional competences. It is
very difficult for employers to be able to know how to validate skills and knowledge of candidates for work
or even their own workers. Inability to properly assess employee skill level may cause problems in the
selection of project teams or even economic losses when the customer is not satisfied with the service or
product. That's why modern companies spend a lot of money on training for their employees. However, not
all training models are equally effective.

6

Source: Lilia Infelise, Leonardo Franceschi (ARTES): Discussion Paper on Open Badges for Individuals - O3A2", Open
Badge Network Project, http://www.openbadgenetwork.com/outputs/individuals-and-organisations
7
https://www.totaralms.com/blog/open-badges-2-years-wearing-well
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We are therefore seeing more learner–centred models of training where the focus is more on how to learn
combined with recognition of skills and competencies rather than the passage of time spent on a course.
The key benefits of new competency-based models are they can be highly individualised and aligned to a
particular bundle of skill requirements. These new learning models lend themselves to modular learningcentred designs where multiple learning pathways are accommodated. These can include short courses,
work based experience, assignments and projects.8
To create this new learning models new competency management models in organisation we need today
really specific new standard of validation of people's skills and achievements. Open Badges seem to be a
suitable candidate for this role. They are simple, have good and easily verifiable quality.
IMPORTANT!
The use of Open Badges is more efficient in terms of delivery and management. Proving by material evidence
that worker has a specific skill or knowledge is one of the most important things for the employers.

What future scenarios can we expect for Open Badges? In what fields?9
The Open Badge technology is constantly being improved
with new features and it is far from reaching its full
potential. In the near future, we can expect the Open
Badge Standard 2.0 to be realised with new features, such
as improved interoperability and geo-localisation.10
Besides that, the most critical issue that the community
has to address, will be to ensure credibility and spread of the use of the technology by a vast group of
private organisations, public institutions, education providers and users.
The IMS Digital Credentialing initiative heralds a new phase in IMS Global's continuing commitment to
enabling open architectures that simplifies the adoption of innovative educational models. IMS Global has
been working together with the Mozilla Foundation and Collective Shift/LRNG to help ensure the
sustainability of the future Open Badges ecosystem. Since January 2017, IMS Global has become
responsible for the continuing evolution of the Open Badges specification.
As the world's leading educational technology standards body, IMS Global is uniquely positioned to guide
the evolution of the Open Badges specification. IMS Global is committed to furthering the adoption,
integration, and transferability of learners' digital credentials within and across institutions, alternative
educational opportunities, and employment centres.

8

OPEN BADGES Competency Credentials For A Digital World,
https://www.totaralms.com/sites/default/files/resources/open_badges_guide_totara.pdf
9
Source: Lilia Infelise, Leonardo Franceschi (ARTES): "Discussion Paper on Open Badges for Individuals - O3A2"
(http://www.openbadgenetwork.com/outputs/individuals-and-organisations) Open Badge Network project.
10
Presant, D. (2016). 6 Predictions for Open Badges in 2016. Retrieved May 16 2016, from
https://littoraly.wordpress.com/2016/01/01/6-predictions-for-open-badges-in-2016/
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Annex 1 How does the Open Badges Infrastructure work?
Technology and infrastructure of the Open Badges support the identification, documentation and
validation of educational and professional achievement in virtual environment. An Open Badge is an open
technical standard created by Mozilla for describing skills and achievements accompanied by their visual
representation. They are used to motivate, recognise skills/competences, set goals and present a variety of
achievements in a variety of contexts.
The infrastructure of the Open Badges (Open Badge Infrastructures − OBI), developed by Mozzilla, is
presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Open Badge Infrastructure.
Source: https://wiki.mozilla.org/Badges/infrastructure-tech-docs
IMPORTANT!
The Holder may group an OB existing in the Backpack and provide it for public emission. The Backpack
software includes tools enabling the Issuers to place the granted OB in the Backpack and enabling the
Displayers to download from the Backpack the OB made public.

The Open Badge concept has evolved into a digital record of verified skills and competences that may be
easily presented on the Internet. The digital record contains metadata describing the
person/institution/community who awarded the badge, the criteria under which it was issued, and the
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evidence for meeting these criteria.The central place of the OBI Infrastructure is so-called Badge Backpack.
Mozilla provides hosting of this repository on its servers. Every holder of Open Badges has his/her own
Backpack in which he/she stores its OB and manages them.
Communication with the Backpack is ensured by the Application Programming Interface developed by
Mozilla and dedicated to OBI. API, written in JavaScript, is to ensure interactivity through responding to
events and verifying the correctness of forms.
To store and provide data, the API application uses the JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) format that
facilitates the operation of text data and is independent of the specific programming language. Access to
data in the JSON format is also more friendly at the level of JavaScript than the access to the same data in a
very popular XML format, because JSON is a syntax subset of JavaScript. Moreover, XML in practice
occupies much more space than a parallel object sent via JSON format. It is important, because the amount
of the data sent directly influences the development of mobile devices (especially smartphones).
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Annex 2 How to create an Open Badge step by step?
Open Badge (OB) is composed of three layers of information:
 interactive graphic image, when clicked, causes the display of data about OB, the Displayer and the
Holder;
 metadata assigned to OB (readable to computers and their software);
 website or frame displaying the OB description, criteria of assignment, list of evidence with the
provision of sources and/or place of storage (e.g. links to websites and other digital resources).
Below you will find the technical aspects of the step-by-step development of Open Badges.
Step 1.
Creation of the OB graphic image and saving it in the PNG graphic file format (in the future a switch to a
more modern format – SVG – is planned). The PNG (Portable Network Graphics) format is a raster format of
graphic files ensuring lossless compression of graphic data and, what is important to the Open Source
environment, it is not burdened with patents. This format allows to apply generally available, simple and
"open" graphic tools, e.g. IrfanView and XnView that are responsible for free, manual reduction of colours.
More advanced tools (e.g. GIMP) offer working on layers and automatic reduction of colours.
Step 2.
Encoding metadata and other information in an invisible part of a file, in the place for assigning of OB to a
given person. There are three groups of metadata in the JSON format that together define OB:
 assertion metadata – describing a person to whom OB has been assigned;
 issuer metadata – containing the information on an organisation that has issued OB;
 metadata containing technical and organisational specifications, including the Holder's e-mail
address required by the Issuer to identify a person, OB description, Issuer's data, date of issuance,
criteria of assignment, criteria of assessment and evidence of achieving learning outcomes or other
accomplishments. The metadata should include:
 OB earner identification data,
 OB issuance date,
 OB name,
 OB URL address,
 OB description,
 OB assignment criteria,
 OB Issuer's identification data.
Additional metadata:
 OB expiry (validity) date,
 URL addresses of the evidence of OB assignment criteria that have been fulfilled.
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Step 3.
Saving metadata in the JSON format in the PNG file of a graphic sign – this process is amusingly called
"Badge baking". Mozilla and other organisations have developed several open source tools dedicated to
"bake", and at the same time, to make this process easy for non-IT specialists. In particular, these tools can
be included in the present website platforms. Currently, a software for "badge baking" is applied e.g. by the
following platforms: Wordpress, Blackboard, Moodle, Drupal, while Google considers launching this service.
Before "baking" OB must be designed, i.e. a graphic sign and content attached to it must be developed.
Then the Holder must be selected and the assertion metadata must be created. It is said that "baking is
ready" if OB was transferred to the Holder Backpack.
Step 4.
The placement of the OB on the Issuer's server together with metadata saved in the "assertion" file and its
provision with a unique URL address. Assertion hosting on the Issuer's server enables the Consumers to
verify the OB condition, which protects against the attempts of potential fraud by the modification of a file
with metadata on the Displayers' websites. Ultimately, every OB includes a link to the Issuer's server and
hosted assertion.
Step 5.
Application of cryptography to ensure the authenticity of OB and its metadata constitutes the second
level of security. As a result, a digital signature is applied, i.e. mathematical method of documents
verification and electronic messages' authenticity. A correct signature means that a message origins from
the proper sender, who cannot deny the fact that he/she sent the message, and that the message has not
been changed during transmission. A digital signature is the most frequently executed with the use of
asymmetric cryptography methods, where "private key" is applied to append signature (e.g. by the Issuer),
while "public key" is for verification of the signature's authenticity (Displayer, Consumer). A public key must
be available for everybody who wants to verify the Issuer's signature. With this method the OB and its
"assertion" authenticity may be confirmed, even when communication with the Issuer's server is impossible
– however, first we must be placed on the Issuer's cryptographic list and receive a public key.
Step 6.
Obtaining of OB may occur in several ways: through electronic mail, directly from the Issuer's website or
through "sending" of OB by the Issuer directly to the Holder's Backpack. Each individual OB has its unique URL
address that is sent to the Holder together with OB. The OB and the Holder's addresses are interconnected.
The Holder obtains OB through clicking a link including the OB URL sent to his/her e-mail address by the
Issuer. Obtaining of OB through an electronic mail is similar to "stitching" an emblem to a uniform – if
somebody feels that it does not fulfil criteria, he/she should not wear it, display or disseminate it.
Step 7.
Announcement of OB – if the Holder wants to announce OB on the Internet, he/she must send it to its
Backpack that is his/her personal repository. The Holder announces OB through the provision of links to
individual or grouped OB sets. From this moment, everybody can click OB and display the website with its
description and information on the Holder, Issuer, criteria, evidence and other data.
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Annex 3 The Badge Canvas
DigitalME has created an easy to be used and an extremely effectively designed tool for Badges - Badge
Canvas.
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